Harvard Annex, from Mt. Holyoke, from Smith, from Wellesley, and from Vassar. To the present writer's uninstructed eye the young gentlemen all look a good deal alike, and so do the young ladies; and, making due allowance, the young gentlemen look a good deal like the young ladies and the young ladies like the young gentlemen. Would a "composite" of Technology students exhibit traces of profound scientific thought and mathematical investigation, we wonder? W. P. A.

Stevens vs. Technology.

The Tech. team played its last game in Hoboken, November 19th, with Stevens Institute. After Dartmouth's experience there the Tech. men were rather afraid that the referee would prove an unsatisfactory one, and the result justified their expectations. It is no longer a wonder to us that Dartmouth did not win from Stevens. The game was scheduled to begin at 10 A. M., but it was not until after 10.30 that the whole Stevens team showed up on the grounds, as several of the players thought there would be no game, on account of the threatening appearance of the weather. Time was called a little after half past ten, and the rain began to fall heavily just at this time. It was decided to play only half-hours. The teams lined up as follows,—Technology: rushers, Vorce, Tracy, Roberts, Mitchell, Ladd, Hamilton, Willard; quarter-back, Herrick; half-backs, Duane and Germer; full-back, Garrison. Stevens: rushers, Sevenoak, Torrance, Hart, Hall, Field, Winchet, Phelps; quarter-back, DeHart (capt.); half-backs, Magee and McLean; full-back, Campbell. Tech. had the kick-off, and began to rush the ball rapidly toward Stevens' goal. It had not gone far, however, before the referee interfered, and imposed two penalties for one offense, by giving Stevens the ball and five yards for interference by Tech. On being shown the rules, he was forced to remit the fine of five yards. Stevens soon lost the ball, however, and Mitchell made the first touch-down, from which no goal was kicked. This was in less than five minutes from beginning of play. After this Stevens braced up, and, assisted by the referee, kept Tech. from scoring for twenty minutes. During this time Mitchell made three touch-downs that were not allowed by the referee. Finally, Ladd got the ball, and made the second touch-down. The punt-out was missed, and the ball lost to Stevens, which was soon regained; and the third touch-down was made by Garrison, just before time was called.

In the second half Stevens started with a short rush, but gained no ground, and was gradually forced backward. Tech. saw but little of the ball in this half, the referee usually managing to make out that Stevens had either gained five yards or lost twenty. A touch-down rapidly followed Tech.'s getting possession of the ball, but it was but rarely granted by the referee. Duane made two touch-downs in this half, from which no goals were kicked; and likewise two others which the referee refused to allow. One was made in the following manner: the ball being down within two feet of Stevens line, Ladd broke through the Stevens rush-line just as their quarter-back had received the ball, and picking up the quarter-back, ball, and all, deposited them not very gently on the other side of the Stevens goal-line, making a safety, as the Stevens captain did not call down before he was over the line. The Stevens captain arose, full of wrath, and threw the ball at Ladd's head, from which it bounded into Duane's hands, who ran in and made a touch-down. The referee would not allow either the safety or the touch-down. The last touch-down for Tech. was made by Tracy, who caught the ball behind the Stevens line, on a poor kick from their half-back. This ended the scoring, although Duane narrowly missed kicking a goal from the field just as time was called. For Stevens, the best playing by far was done by DeHart, their captain, who played a very strong game. Magee made some good rushes, and McLean kicked well. For Tech. the whole team did well, Ladd and Mitchell excelling in the rush-line. Duane's work was up to his usual standard, whilst Germer made some very pretty runs. Germer, likewise, dropped on the ball well. Garrison did fairly well, but was apt to fumble. The referee